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A hilarious and oh-so-honest look at the art of sharing, from New York Times bestselling author
Gideon StererBird is just about to put the finishing touches on her new home when she suddenly
finds that her nest is already full--of someone else. So she reluctantly builds another nest. But
Fox finds this new nest quite comfy, and Brush Hog loves the view from Bird's next attempt.
Soon the Acacia tree is bursting with happily nested animals of all shapes and stripes--everyone
except bird!But when Bird finally finds a way to evict her unwelcome guests, the animals realize
their mistake and build a nest that's big enough for all of them. Well, almost...
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YAWNI designed it.I searched for its sticks.I hope it will be as comfy as planned. All this work
has made me sleepy.Just one last piece and . . . I designed it.I searched for its sticks.I hope it
will be as comfy as planned. All this work has made me sleepy.Just one last piece and . . .

I’m sorry.This is not your nest. That’s okay.You can build another.I guess I could . . . I’m
sorry.This is not your nest.That’s okay.You can build another.I guess I could . . .

This is my new nest. I designed it.I searched for its sticks.And . . . This is my new nest.I
designed it.I searched for its sticks.And . . .



Ebook Tops Reader, “Good plot and illustrations. My daughter's love this story”

C. M. BURNS, “This book should be required reading for all American children!!!. I loved this
book so much! The bird doesn't realize its ability to build nests is bird-privilege, so doesn't know
to check it. Then when animals that now identify as birds move in before cis-bird has completely
finished the nest she was building, the trans-birds rightfully assert ownership of the nest they've
moved into, and invite cis-bird to build elsewhere. THEN, at the end where all hope is lost and
cis-bird is exhausted/too tired to build a 35th nest...the trans-birds that moved into her previous
nests all PITCH IN to make a massive nest in the tree! Just like so many countless examples
throughout history of newcomers (re: Speaker Pelosi) pitching in and making any place better
than it was before their arrival. I was uncomfortable with the ending, where the cis-bird attempts
to escape the communal nest and use her privilege once more to have her own nest (thus
showing the cis-bird learned absolutely nothing). However, on balance, a fantastic epic, and I
say, truly, this book should be purchased by every library in the nation, and every child of the
American nation forced to read it repeatedly so as to check their own cis-privileges! Also so
they will not question the newcomers, or those cis-Americans who enable the transition of trans-
Americans throughout the difficult process of becoming Americans. WELL DONE Gideon Sterer
(Author), Andrea Tsurumi  (Illustrator) and Penguin Books!!!”

Kiran Jacob, “One of our favorites!!. I got this checked out from the library some time ago, it has
been past 5 renewals and my toddler just loves this book so much that he reads it at least once a
day. Several books came by but this one is one of the favorites in our collection. The illustration
and the story line is so simple that my toddler just reads it on his own by looking at the pictures.
Recommended even for children as young as 1.5.”

RobenC, “Will bird ever manage to keep a nest?. A tenacious little bird builds a nest only to
discover that another (larger) bird has taken it over. So bird builds another nest - and another
(larger) animal moves in also. And so it continues with bird building nest after nest and
increasingly larger animals moving in - even though bird tries to explain ownership. Will bird ever
manage to keep a nest? And what will happen to the selfish animals that have taken all the other
nests? A few twists and turns should keep little ones both outraged and intrigued. Plus this is
almost a graphic novel - with it's speech bubble text.”

Kelly Groth, “Funny Little Story. Light-hearted story. Very enjoyable and humorous. There are
many children's picture books that try to be funny but miss the mark, especially humor that a
child will appreciate.  This one does the trick.  Children will giggle at this fun story.”

Lisa B. Maucione, “Great book!. A little bird has built a nest, but he discovers that another bird



has claimed it. He builds nest after nest, but various animals from the savanna, some quite large,
make the nests their home. This continues until bird finds a way to get all the animals out of the
tree. Bird not only solves his problem, but helps the animals discover that they can share. This
story is told in dialogue and is quite humorous. Lovely illustrations! Thanks to the publisher for a
review copy.”

Logan, “a hilarious romp. The illustrations are lively and comic. The book itself is like a little play
that ends in an unexpected and lovely message.”

The book by Andrea Tsurumi has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 35 people have provided feedback.
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